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Key Points 

▪ China Evergrande’s impending default 

is sparking concern of widespread 

contagion risks, as markets believe this 

is the first of many cures in property-

related social ills 

▪ We believe such social objectives would 

be balanced by a need for pragmatism 

and financial stability, which would 

unlikely lead to a collapse in the 

broader property sector 

▪ The BBB/BB rating bucket remains our 

preferred segment in a quality bias, as 

defaults here would have much farther 

implications on social and financial 

stability  

▪ Investors could shift their focus 

towards Asia ex-China credit in the 

interim, as a lack of clear 

communication on policy remains an 

overhang for China-related securities 

G L OBAL CROSS ASSETS 

Returns of cross assets around the world 

Index C lose Overnight  Y T D 

DJIA 33919.84 -0.15% 10.83% 

S&P 500 4354.19 -0.08% 15.92% 

N ASDAQ 14746.40 0.22% 14.42% 

Stoxx Europe 600 458.68 1.00% 14.95% 

DAX  15348.53 1.43% 11.88% 

C AC  40 6552.73 1.50% 18.04% 

F T SE 100 6980.98 1.12% 8.06% 

M SC I AxJ 808.33 0.33% -4.10% 

N ikkei 225 29839.71 -2.17% 8.73% 

SH C OMP 3613.97 0.00% 4.06% 

H a ng Seng 24221.54 0.51% -11.05% 

M SC I EM 17276.79 0.00% 17.27% 

U ST  10-yr y ield* 3140.51 0.00% 9.29% 

JG B  10-yr y ield* 6060.76 -0.26% 1.37% 

B und 10-yr yield*  1530.44 0.17% -5.95% 

U S H Y spread* 3063.20 0.71% 7.71% 

EM  spread* 59005.27 0.88% 23.57% 

WT I (USD) 1261.40 0.25% -2.31% 

L M EX 33919.84 -0.15% 10.83% 

G old (USD) 4354.19 -0.08% 15.92% 

Source: Bloomberg 

* Changes in basis points  

 

Reasons for China property to avoid systemic fallout  
 

I f the Coliseum falls, will Rome? Asia credit markets have been spooked by the impending 

default of China Evergrande, one of China’s most indebted property companies  with more 

than USD300b in liabilities. Indeed, the EVERRE/TIANHL USD complex of bonds are trading 

at c.25%/15% of face value – pricing near recovery rates amid a restructuring scenario. 

Spreads in the China property space responded in sympathy, with broad widening to reflect  

the immense regulatory uncertainty in the onshore markets (Figure 1). 
 

R en ouncing capitalism. Indeed, China’s regulatory tightening across large segments of the 

economy including the Technology, Education, Gaming, Financials, and Property sectors 

have approached such perceived extremes that the markets are convinced that China is 

pursuing a more egalitarian form of socialism – renouncing in part some of the capitalist 

ideals that had supercharged their growth over the last decade. The severity of the 

regulatory tightening on the Property sector in particular, sees the following justifications:  
 

▪ In equality. According to Wan et al, housing is the largest contributor to wealth 

inequality – responsible for c.70% of the total – with its contribution increasing over 

time. This exacerbates societal disenchantment, namely with some of the youth, who 

have embraced the “lying flat” (躺平 ) movement and rejected the pursuit of hard work 

due to the unattainability of aspirational wealth.  

▪ Declining birth rates. High property prices have been touted as one of the contributors 

for lower birth rates in China, a statistic that was alarming enough for authorities to lift 

caps on births this year in a major policy shift.  

▪ Capital a llocation. China’s pursuit of technological self-sufficiency on hard tech (e.g. 

semiconductor chips) requires the channelling of financial resources/national savings 

away from more “speculative” sectors such as property.  
 

Stay with BBB/BBs. Certainly, these policy agenda warrant a more cautious view on China 

property. However, we reiterate that safety remains within the BBB/BB segments of the 

market, as we believe that a systemic default encompassing these higher-rated companies 

would amplify risks of social and financial instability – the very risks that the policymakers 

were trying to avoid with such curbs in the first place.  
 

F i gure 1: China property BBB/BBs see limited widening compared to single Bs 
 

   
 Source: Bloomberg, DBS 
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How “u naffordable” i s h ousing i n China? While there are several measures of housing 

affordability, we will adopt the “rule of thumb” ratio of 5x the annual household income as 

a dividing line between what is deemed affordable and what is not. By this measure, it does 

appear that average multiples for both private (7.2x) and public (5.6x) housing do warrant  

some concern from policymakers, according to research from the Lincoln Institute of Land 

Policy. 

F i gure 2: China housing price-to-income ratio by city state 

 

Source: Li Sun (2020). Housing Affordability in Chinese Cities. Lincoln Institute of Land Policy, DBS 

  

The question is, how far would policymakers have to see prices decline on aggregate before 

it is “affordable” enough? We outline a few scenarios below:  
 

1. Benign (0%) – Policymakers keep prices stagnant while allowing wages to catch up with 

property inflation. After all, nominal wages have seen increases of 7-8% per annum 

over the last five years on average. 

2. M od erate (-10%) – Policymakers allow for pricing differential  across localities (a global 

truism is that major cities command a premium). A 10% decline of property prices on 

aggregate would achieve average price-to-income ratios below 5x for private/public 

housing in 80%/100% of the above sample of city states.  

3. Ex treme (-31%) – Policymakers require nationwide private housing price-to-income 

ratios to average below 5x, which requires an aggregate decline of 31% or more.  
 

F actoring a measure of pragmatism. We believe that the outcome would lie somewhere 

between the benign and moderate scenarios, as the authorities would need to strike a 

balance between managing social objectives and systemic stability. Yet in either case, the 

longer-term outlook for the property sector would be dampened by this base case of 

stagnant/declining prices. However, from a purely credit perspective, comfort is derived 

from the fact that (a) average developer margins of c.20% (Figure 3) allow a buffer for price 

declines before the sector becomes loss-making, and (b) developers are continuing to fall 

in line with the “Three Red Lines” directive of deleveraging – with a large majority expected 

to fall into the “green” category by 2023 (Figure 4).  
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F i gure 3:  China developer margins have some buffer 

 

 
F i gure 4:  Estimated compliance with the “Three Red Lines” by 2023  

 
 

Source: Bloomberg, DBS Source: Bloomberg, DBS 

The three “red lines” are Liabilities/Assets (excl. contract liabilities) < 70%,  

Net debt to equity < 100%, cash to short-term debt >1x. Red/Orange/Yellow/Green 

classifications represent a breach of 3/2/1/0 of the “red lines”. 

  

Ch ina’s “Lehman” moment? Even if the property prices see a more benign decline, 

commentators have still likened China Evergrande’s default to the collapse of Lehman 

Brothers and its systemic impact on the US and the rest of the world in 2008. However, we 

believe that there are important differences one should consider:  
 

1. Ab sence of a complex derivatives portfolio. Unlike leveraged derivative positions that 

can be reduced to nothing at the collapse of the underlying (the trigger for Lehman’s 

insolvency), Evergrande has an extensive land bank, development projects, and 

finished properties that command real world residual value.  

2. Ch ina’s  property market is fragmented. Despite being one of the largest developers by 

sales volume, Evergrande accounted for only c.4% of the country’s property sales in 

2020. The company’s total liabilities of USD300b also represents only c.1% of China 

banks’ total loan portfolio – which does not pose significant systemic risk. 

3. Ch ina’s financial system i s state-controlled. Lehman’s failure resulted in amplification 

of counterparty risk as global financial institutions withheld credit from each other in 

the thick of uncertainty. The state oversight of China’s financial system allows for 

greater counterparty coordination in assessing broader Evergrande risk exposure.  

F i gure 5: BBs lie in the better quality half of China Property USD credit 

 
 

Source: Bloomberg, DBS 
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F ocusing on quality.  As much as contagion risks are not our base case expectation, we are 

mindful that the China property market still sees more than half of issuances rated single B 

and below. Our premise remains to stay with the better quality half in the BBB/BB bu cket, 

as highly leveraged developers will be at greater risks of insolvency under a prolonged 

period of price stagnation/decline with limited access to capital.  
 

Understandably, some investors remain concerned that there may be risks even to the 

BBB/BB segment, for which we believe it helpful to consider the following implications:  
 

▪ R eal estate accounts for c.25% of China’s economy, with intricate links to the building 

and construction industries, commodity-related sectors, and financial institutions, all of 

which provide employment to a sizeable portion of the population.  

▪ M ortgage loans account for c.20% of outstanding bank loans, according to the PBOC. 

Should LTVs be substantially compromised, risks in the property sector would quickly 

translate to the financial sector, for which policymakers would find does not have a 

quick-and-easy fix. 

▪ R eal estate is estimated to account for c.40% of household net worth. Any significant 

longer run decline in property prices would dampen the wealth effect, and further 

hinder China’s progress towards a consumption -driven economy. 

▪ Tou gh measures threaten to create the kind of financial instability that they are trying 

to avoid. The directive of deleveraging was to prevent a build-up of systemic risk, which 

becomes obsolete should the directives themselves result in financial collapse.  

▪ Ch ina’s 20th p arty congress will be h eld in October 2022 . As President Xi heads for a 

third term in office, social and economic stability would remain a key priority leading 

up to the re-elections – objectives that would be difficult to conceive with a country-

wide property crisis in the next 12 months. 
 

Wh ere are the opportunities? We continue to see value in Asia credit, given that the risks 

appear more than adequately priced in by the markets. However, we believe clearer 

communications on policy implementation from China would be necessary before the 

markets can crystallise any potential valuation upside. While such regulatory noise is 

momentarily amplified, investors can look to Asia ex-China credit markets in 

Indonesia/India/Thailand which have also widened in sympathy and offer value. For bargain -

hunters in China property names, we believe that there may be an interesting play in 

BBB/BB names with larger Tier 3 land banks, given that housing is not acutely unaffordable 

in such localities, which most importantly, falls in line with the authorities’ social objectives.  

 
F i gure 6:  Price-to-income ratio by city tier 
 

 
 

Source: Li Sun (2020). Housing Affordability in Chinese Cities. Lincoln Institute of Land Policy, DBS 
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described, nor is it calculated to invite or permit the making of offers to the public to subscribe to or enter into any transaction for cash or other consideration and should not be  

viewed as such. 

The information herein may be incomplete or condensed and it may not include a number of terms and provisions nor does it identify or define all or any of the risks associated to 

any actual transaction. Any terms, conditions and opinions contained herein may have been obtained from various sources and neither DBS nor any of their respective directors 

or employees (collectively the “DBS Group”) make any warranty, expressed or implied, as to its accuracy or completeness and thus assume no responsibility of it. The  information 

herein may be subject to further revision, verification and updating and DBS Group undertakes no responsibility thereof.  

All figures and amounts stated are for illustration purposes only and shall not bind DBS Group. This publication does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial 

situation or particular needs of any specific person. Before entering into any transaction to purchase any product mentioned in this publication, you should take steps to ensure 

that you understand the transaction and has made an independent assessment of the appropriateness of the transaction in light  of your own objectives and circumstances. In 

particular, you should read all the relevant documentation pertaining to the product and may wish to seek advice from a financial or other professional adviser or make such 

independent investigations as you consider necessary or appropriate for such purposes. If you choose not to do so, you should consider carefully whether any product mentioned 

in this publication is suitable for you.  DBS Group does not act as an adviser and assumes no fiduciary responsibility or liability for any consequences, financial or otherwise, arising 

from any arrangement or entrance into any transaction in reliance on the information contained herein.  In order to build your own independent analysis of any transaction and its 
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If this publication has been distributed by electronic transmission, such as e-mail, then such transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be 

intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of the 

Information, which may arise as a result of electronic transmission. If verification is required, please request for a hard-copy version.  

This publication is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other 

jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation.  
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